
 

GlobeWest Homewares Collection 2023 
 

GlobeWest reveals four new homewares ranges in their latest Collections 2023 launch. Inviting eye-
catching tactility to interiors, discover a diverse mix of rugs, ceramics, lighting and cushions. 

“We’re excited by individualistic spaces, embracing boldness & personality from the ground up.  Homes 
are evolving into playgrounds of expressive style.” Explains GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 

Embracing striking silhouettes and playing with angular edges, GlobeWest homewares are taking on a 
sculptural uniqueness. Tactility is prominent in the homewares collection with rippled lines and rhythmic 
textures. 

The collection includes 4 new premium quality homewares collections, celebrating a fresh start. 

New Homewares Collections 
GlobeWest’s rug range has expanded to include the new Bower collection. Offering a soothing sense of 
comfort, inject warmth into interiors with 8 unique styles. From structured, to geometric patterns or 
sophisticated and clean designs, the generous array of patterns is designed to suit a multitude of styles. 
Timeless tones of terracotta, soft olive, pearl and sky offer unique expression. 

Made to last, our complete range of beautifully handcrafted rugs are available in a variety of colours, 
shapes and sizes, from 1800mm to the more generous 3000 x 4000mm. 

Tactility is prominent in the new Juniper cushion collection. Woven details, geometric patterns and 
double-sided features add an eye-catching statement to interiors, while colours are inspired by nature in 
rust, sky, terracotta & oat. 

Sculptural and unique, the new decorative collection Mina forgoes rigid lines and embraces the abstract 
& fluid across paper mache sculptures & vases and terracotta vessels. Striking silhouettes with rippled 
lines add a rhythmic texture in bone, while flowing curves in rich burnt umber or a neutral pale blush 
enrich interiors. 

Inspired by natural organic forms, Alora features distinctive Wall Art with carved linear patterns in natural 
oak or midnight and a Mirror in a handcrafted rattan frame, adding tactile dimension to coastal & eclectic 
interiors alike. 
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Trend Forecast: Ask ID Collective for your digital version of our 2023 Design Directions.   

Imagery:  Deep etched product imagery available now  

Select in-situ imagery available now (refer following)  

Download at Flaunter. 

 

Gallery: View Collections 2023 Gallery  here 

Interviews:   Available upon request with Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 

 

Enquiries:   iD Collective | (03) 8554 4888 

Darinka Hrkalovic, darinkah@idcollective.com.au  

 

Stockists:  Available via boutique furniture retailers and design professionals nationally. 

Showrooms:   Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth 

 

Website:  Browse the latest collections at: globewest.com.au from Tuesday 9th August 
2022 

 

Instagram:   @globewest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://app.flaunter.com/brand/globewest-e579f86a8b10/share/16c3cf223f05875748453b3bc4cccd5c9cd22c4b
https://www.globewest.com.au/blog/indoor-collections-2023-gallery
mailto:darinkah@idcollective.com.au
http://www.globewest.com.au/
http://www.instagram.com.au/globewest
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